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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between obsessive thoughts and 

irrational beliefs. To do so, a sample size of 350 subjects were selected and divided into two 

groups of male and female (N=175). Jones’ test and Maudsley Obsessional-
Compulsive Inventory were used to measure irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts. The 

empirical results of parametric statistical models such as t-test and Pearson correlation 

coefficient showed that there was a significant relationship between obsessive thoughts and 
irrational beliefs, which was positively meaningful in all subscales of irrational beliefs. In 

addition, it was determined that there were specific differences between male and female 

students as well as samples students of Humanities and Experimental Sciences with respect to 
the subscales of irrational beliefs. Eventually, it was concluded that strong irrational beliefs 

prepared the ground for the rise of obsessive thoughts and there was a positive relationship 

between these two variables. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Today, the complexity of relationships between humans has intense fied complexities and alienation, 

thereby fueling mental disorders in the society. As such, today more than ever, there is an increasing need for 

self-recognition or self-analysis to figure out one’s thinking style and create a rational connection between the 

internal and external world; otherwise, anxieties, disturbing thoughts and negative emotions would develop. 

Given that ideas and thoughts serve as the cornerstone of human culture, the origin of many problems can be 

traced back to irrational thoughts and beliefs. Such beliefs control the mentality of an individual, acting as a 

determinant in interpreting and informing the events and regulating the quantity and quality of behaviors and 

emotions.  

 Far from reality, irrational beliefs are based on imaginary and unreal foundations. They bring obligations 

for an individual, disturb the balance and order and hinder the successful coping of stimulating events (quoted 

from Jan Bozorgi and Nouri, 2003) 

 Irrational beliefs and mental disorders are closely correlated. The individual overwhelmed by these 

irrational thoughts, perceptions and beliefs, see themselves as weak and worthless human begins, which is then 

followed by obsessive thoughts and low self-esteem.  

 A well-known theory of emotional disorders is Ellis's theory according to which irrational beliefs are the 

roots of all psychological disorders. Accordingly, there is an obvious relationship between reiterative irrational 

thoughts which are beyond the controls of individuals (Ellis, 1995). 

 The main characteristic of obsessive thoughts and practices are compulsory actions. Obsessive thoughts are 

beliefs, assumptions or stimuli that occur to an individual on a regular and cliché basis.  

 Obsessive-compulsive disorder is associated with a host of factors including irrational beliefs and cognitive 

system (Khani Pour and Sohrab Tabatabai, 2007).  

 Taghavi et al (2006) investigated the irrational beliefs in a sample of Iranians with major depression and 

anxiety. They compared the scores of irrational beliefs test of 29 patients with depression, 31 patients with 

anxiety and 34 patients in the control group.  

 Consistent with the Ellis’s theory, the patients with depression and anxiety obtained higher scores in 10 

subscales of irrational beliefs tests compared to the control group. Norouzi (2008) investigated the relationship 

between depression, loneliness and irrational beliefs in adolescents, taking into account their sexual difference. 
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The sample population consisted of 117 male and 126 female high school students, with the results suggesting 

that there was a significant relationship between depression and irrational beliefs in both groups. However, there 

was not a significant difference between female and male students in terms of depression and loneliness.  

 Banjos et al (2006) in a study on teachers' irrational beliefs concluded that such irrational beliefs aggravated 

the stressful situations in the school, thereby affecting the behavior of students. 

 Ward et al (2006) in a study on determining the relationship between irrational beliefs, cognitive distortions 

or sexual assault among teenagers found a significant relationship between the above three factors. Ellis (1995) 

examining the relationship between irrational thoughts and pathological jealousy revealed that irrational beliefs 

may provoke jealousy and their treatment can improve relationship, there by leading to the proper expression of 

emotions. Another study found that excessive irrational loads could strengthen suicidal thoughts, suggesting that 

suicidal thoughts were reflected in high scores of irrational beliefs (Herringen, 2002). Studies show that rational 

and irrational beliefs can affect a person's cognitive function. Compared to individuals with irrational beliefs, 

the personal perception of people with rational beliefs is more effective and functional. (Bond, et al 1999, Mac 

Anis 2004). 

 Moldonan(2009) studied the interaction between representations of general and specific irrational loads of 

distress levels in patients with breast cancer and diabetes. 

 Accordingly, the representations of 56 patients, 3 patients with breast cancer and 26 patients with diabetes 

were evaluated using semi-structured calculations. The results revealed that irrational beliefs mediated the 

emotional distress. Also, it was found that there were significant differences between distress levels in various 

representations of the disease.  

 A study on a group of students demonstrated that students who had a pessimistic explanatory style scored 

higher in irrational beliefs with a low level of tolerance against problems (Zigler, 2001). 

 According to the research findings, the present study seeks to investigate the relationship between irrational 

beliefs and obsessive – compulsive disorder in order to provide a clearer picture of the integration of cognitive 

systems, as well as destructive thoughts and irrational beliefs. In this regard, the following hypotheses are 

raised: 

H1. There is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of students in experimental sciences and 

humanities  

H2.There is a significant difference between the obsessive thoughts of students in experimental sciences and 

humanities  

H3.There is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of male and female students. 

H4.There is a significant difference between the obsessive thoughts of male and female students 

 

Method: 

 This is a descriptive correlational study. The study population consists of all male and female pre-university 

students studying in the city of Orumieh. The subjects were selected through random sampling method.  

 To perform the study, first in collaboration with education officials, some classes were selected randomly 

with an emphasis on the gender of the sample population. Finally, after the completion of the sampling, 35 

subjects were selected.  

 

Research instrument: 

1. Jones’irrational beliefs test (IBT) 

2. Maudsley Obsessional-Compulsive Inventory  

 

Jones’ irrational beliefs test (IBT): 

 This test, which evaluates and assesses irrational beliefs, was first designed in 1968 by Jones. Most studies 

on the relationship between irrational beliefs and behavioral and emotional responses in the context of rational-

emotional treatment have adopted this test in their design. 

 Jones (1968) reported a validity of 92% for IBT with all of its subscaleshaving a reliability of 74%. 

 Tregsler and Carset (1972) reported a total reliability of 88% for the test and a validity of, 45% to 95% for 

its subscales. IBT is composed of 10 sections with 100 statements with each section concerning of irrational 

beliefs. The items are evaluated on a 5-point Likert scale (ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree). In 

this test, lower score indicates that a person is more rational. The scoring of each item ranges from 1 to 5 and the 

scores of each subscale are summed up to obtain the total score.  

 The validity of this test has been the subject of many studies. Taghipur (1994),through a sample of 106 

students from Allameh Tabatabai University, reported a validity of 71% for this test using Cronbach alpha.  

 

Maudsley Obsessional-Compulsive Inventory: 

 The questionnaire comprises of 30 items with half of them having either right or wrong answer key. It was 

designed by Hodgson Rachman to explore the type and domain of problems associated with obsession.  

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Maudsley+Obsessional-Compulsive+Inventory+,+by+Hodgson+Rachman&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart&sa=X&ei=YP6IVZ3FI5GTNsS9mtAD&ved=0CB0QgQMwAA
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 In its preliminary validation in Maudsley’s hospital, this inventory was able to determine four major 
variables which represented four obsessive-compulsive problems in patents. These components included: 
checking compulsions, washing/cleaning compulsions, slowness and doubting. 
 In the study of Hodgson Rachman, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient for these subscales were 70%, 80%, 
70%, 70% respectively. Areliability of 82% was reported for the inventory using test-retest method (Akrami, et 
al 2001). The content validity of the test has been evaluated in Iran and satisfactory results have been reported 
(Hodgson Rachman, 1997) 
 
Result: 
The results of the study hypothesis: 
 H1:There is a significant relationship between irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts 
 
Table 1: 

SD mean Items 

72/39 55/340 irrational beliefs 

 obsessive thoughts ا 56/18 07/3

 
Table 2: 

Level of significance No irrational beliefs  

0/001 350 r=%388 obsessive thoughts 

 

 The degree of correlation coefficient in the above table suggests that there is a statistically significant 

relationship between obsessive thoughts and irrational beliefs. Therefore, with the increase of irrational beliefs, 

the intensity of obsessive thoughts is increased and there is a positive significant relationship between these two 

variables.  

 The following table shows the correlation matrix between the subscales of irrational beliefs and the degree 

of obsessive thoughts. All these values are significant at the x = 0/01 level of confidence.  
 

Table 3: 

Variables No Correlation Level of significance 

Reassurance seeking 350 282 %001/0 

High self-expectations 350 258 %001/0 

Tendency to self-blame 350 196 %01/0 

Response to the failure 350 238 %001/0 

Emotional irresponsibility 350 192 %01/0 

Excessive concern with anxiety 350 196 %01/0 

Problem avoidance 350 190 %01/0 

Dependence 350 304 %001/0 

Inability to change 350 210 %001/0 

Perfectionism 350 196 %01/0 

 

 H2: there is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of students in the field of humanities and 

experimental science 
 

Table 4: 

Major No Mean SD 

experimental science 175 30/345 82/30 

humanities 175 88/335 41/24 

 

 Thus, according to test of homogeneity of variance, it was found that the value of F (F = 6/153) was less 

than the F value of the table at 95% level of significance, and the two groups had homogenousvariance.The 

following table shows the results of hypothesis testing.  

 
Variance of two groups Vale Degree of freedom Level of significance 

Homogenous 29/3 348 001/0 

 

 Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected at the confidence level of 0.999%. Accordingly, it can be stated that 

students of experimental science have higher level of irrational beliefs compared to students of humanities.  

-H03: there is a significant relationship between obsessive thoughts of students in the field of humanities and 

experimental science 

To compare two means of the statistical models, independent student t-test was used.   
 

Table 6: 

Group No Mean SD 

Experimental science 175 47/19 40/3 

Humanities 175 83/17 02/3 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Maudsley+Obsessional-Compulsive+Inventory+,+by+Hodgson+Rachman&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart&sa=X&ei=YP6IVZ3FI5GTNsS9mtAD&ved=0CB0QgQMwAA
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Maudsley+Obsessional-Compulsive+Inventory+,+by+Hodgson+Rachman&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart&sa=X&ei=YP6IVZ3FI5GTNsS9mtAD&ved=0CB0QgQMwAA
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 Thus, as suggested by test of homogeneity of variance, it was found that the value of F (F = 0.009) was less 

than the F value of the table at 95% confidence level and the two groups had homogenous variance. In the 

following table, this hypothesis has been tested.  
 

Table 7: 

Variance of two groups T value Degree of freedom Level of significance 

Homogenous 66/4 348 001/0 

 

 The null hypothesis is rejected at a confidence level of 999%. Thus, in can be concluded that the students of 

experimental sciences have higher level of obsessive thoughts compared to the students of humanities.  

H04: There is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of male and female students. 

To compare two means of the statistical models, independent student t-test was used.   

 
Table 8: 

Group No Mean SD 

Female 175 21/345 71/30 

Male 175 26/335 78/23 

 

 Thus, according to test of homogeneity of variance, it was found that the value of F (F = 8/074) was greater 

than the F value of the table at 95% level of confidence and the two groups had heterogeneous variance. In the 

following table, this hypothesis is tested.  
 

Table 9: 

Variance of two groups value Degree of freedom Level of significance 

Heterogeneous 39/3 348 001/0 

 

 Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected at a confidence level of 999%. As such, in can be posited that 

female students have higher level of irrational beliefs compared to male students.  

H05: there is a significant difference between the obsessive thoughts of male and female students. 

To compare two means of the statistical models, independent student t-test average was used.   

 
Table 10: 

Group No Mean SD 

Female 175 40/19 36/3 

Male 175 61/17 19/3 

 

 Thus, according to test of homogeneity of variance, it was found that the value of F (F = 202) is less than 

the F value of the table at 95% level of confidence and the two groups had homogenous variance. In the 

following table, this hypothesis is tested.  
 

Table 11: 

Variance of two groups T value Degree of freedom Level of significance 

Homogenous 08/5 348 001/0 

 

 As such, the null hypothesis is rejected at a confidence level of 999%. Thus, in can be stated that female 

students have higher level of obsessive thoughts compared to male students.  
 

Table 12:Statistical tests to compare mean values of subscales of irrational beliefs in students of experimental science and humanities. 

 Irrational beliefsردیف 

subscales 

Mean Calculated t-value Level of 

significance 

Experimental science Humanities   

1 Concern and anxiety 16/32 51/29 54/4 001/0 

2 Problem avoidance 01/33 02/31 29/4 001/0 

3 Tendency to self- 

blame 
31/38 50/36 40/3 001/0 

4 Emotional 

irresponsibility 
74/36 71/38 83/2 01/0 

5 Reactions to failure 18/34 92/32 43/2 05/0 

6 High self-expectations 80/33 59/32 40/2 05/0 

7 Inability to change 33/32 32/31 75/1  -

8 Dependence on others 69/36 83/35 58/1  -

9 Perfectionism 76/32 22/32 /-1  -

10 Reassurance seeking 26/35 22/35 90 % -
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 As shown in the above table, there is a significant difference between the students of experimental science 

and humanities with respect to six subscales. Most differences are related to the subscales of concerns and 

anxiety and tendency to self-blame, which were significant at 0/001 significance level.  

 That is, it can be posited with 99.9% certainty that the mean value of these three subscales in students of 

experimental science is higher than students of humanities.  

 As for the subscales of response to the failure and high self-expectations, the two groups differ significantly 

at the significance level of 0/05, with the students of experimental sciences scoring higher in these two subscales 

in general. Only in the subscale of emotional irresponsibility did the students of humanities gain higher scores.  

 In the rest of subscales (inability to change, dependence on others, perfectionism and reassurance seeking) 

there was no significant difference between the two groups. 
 

Table 13: Statistical tests to compare mean values of irrational beliefs subscales in male and female.  

No Irrational beliefs sub-
scales 

Mean Calculated T Level of 
significance 

Experimental sciences Humanities   

1 Concern and anxiety 07/32 22/29 03/5 001/0 

2 Problem avoidance 90/32 08/31 04/4 001/0 

3 Tendency to blame 
oneself 

40/38 41/36 87/3 001/0 

4 High self-expectations 84/32 38/32 99/2 01/0 

5 Emotional 

irresponsibility 
80/36 60/38 65/2 01/0 

6 Dependence on others 68/36 74/35 07/2 05/0 

7 Response to failure 00/34 07/33 85/1  -

8 Inability to change 39/32 37/31 80/1  -

9 Perfectionism 81/32 21/32 15/1  -

10 Reassurance seeking 29/35 16/35 28 % -

 

 As can be seen, on average, female students scored higher than male students in five subscales, and only in 

the subscale of emotional irresponsibility, the mean score of boys was greater than that of girls.   

 In other subscales, there was no significant difference between the two groups. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Irrational beliefs are influenced by a variety of factors as the cognitive system is characterized by high 

complexity. Given the complication of mental processes on the one hand, and the evolution of cognitive 

sciences on the other hand, issues such as the mental processes, irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts have 

gained increasing attention and a growing number of studies have attempted to figure out the relationship 

between components of cognitive system like obsessive thoughts and irrational beliefs, as they both play a key 

role in the emergence of psychological disorders. It is what makes them pathologically important.  

 In light of the new discussions about irrational beliefs, it can be stated that irrational beliefs are heavily 

influenced by cultural factors especially gender and field of academic study. As such, in this study, we 

investigated the gender variable in the academic major, irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts. To this end, the 

relationship between irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts on the one hand and academic major and gender 

was investigated and the following results were obtained. 

 The results of main hypothesis test showed that there was a significant positive relationship between 

irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts. These findings are consistent with the study of Hoglund and 

Collette(1992) and Kelley and Lahay(1993). They had also reported the existence of a positive significant 

relationship between irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts, finding that intense obsessive thoughts were 

associated with greater irrational beliefs.  Moreover, there have been some studies on the relationship between 

gender, irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts according to which the mental health of women is more 

instable than men (Ellis, 1995). Thus, the findings of this study, consistent with the literature, suggest that the 

irrational beliefs of female students are higher than that of male students.  

 The results of obsessive-compulsive test also suggest that girls are more likely to suffer from the above 

disorders (Pourafkari 1994). Therefore, the findings of this study, in line with the study of (), show that and girls 

are more prone to obsessive thoughts. Overall, the following results can be inferred: 

(1) There is negative and significant relationship between obsessive thoughts and irrational beliefs. 

2. There is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of students in the field of experimental sciences 

and humanities with the former scoring higher in this scale.  

3. There is a significant difference between the obsessive thoughts of students in the field of experimental 

sciences and humanities with the former scoring higher in this scale 

4. There is a significant difference between the irrational beliefs of male and female students with the former 

scoring higher in this scale.  
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5. As for the subscales of irrational beliefs,  it was found that students of experimental sciences scored higher in 

subscales of high self-expectation, self-blame, response to failure,  concerns and anxiety and problem avoidance 

whereas in the subscale of emotional irresponsibility, the students of humanities gained higher scores. 

6. After including the gender variable in the subscales of irrational beliefs, it was found that self-expectation, 

self-blame, concern and anxiety, problem avoidance and dependence on others achieved higher scores. It should 

be noted that both groups gained similar scores with respect to the subscales of response to failure, inability to 

change and perfectionism.  

 In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate that psychological disorders are associated with 

increased obsessive thoughts and compulsory behavior. In some cases, irrational beliefs can act as a catalyst for 

the emergence of psychological disorders. This mirrors the distinctive interlocking of cognitive system in 

humans where inaccurate thoughts and flawed beliefs are considered as two interrelated factors. In addition to 

the direct impact of these factors, the interaction of irrational beliefs and obsessive thoughts can provoke the 

emergence of psychological disorders.   
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